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Abstract

In this paper, we study a new domain adaptation setting on camera networks, namely Multi-View Domain Adaptive Object Detection (MVDA-OD), in which labeled source data is unavailable in the target adaptation process and target data is captured from multiple overlapping cameras. In such a challenging context, existing methods including adversarial training and self-training fall short due to multi-domain data shift and the lack of source data. To tackle this problem, we propose a novel training framework consisting of two stages. First, we pre-train the backbone using self-supervised learning, in which a multi-view association is developed to construct an effective pretext task. Second, we fine-tune the detection head using robust self-training, where a tracking-based single-view augmentation is introduced to achieve weak-hard consistency learning. By doing so, an object detection model can take advantage of informative samples generated by multi-view association and single-view augmentation to learn discriminative backbones as well as robust detection classifiers. Experiments on two real-world multi-camera datasets demonstrate significant advantages of our approach over the state-of-the-art domain adaptive object detection methods.

Introduction

Object detection aims at finding all regions of interests (RoIs) in an image and assigning each RoI to a semantic class. Recent works on object detection (Ren et al. 2015; Lin et al. 2017; Redmon and Farhadi 2018; Zhao et al. 2019) have achieved remarkable results on many public datasets. Nonetheless, the success is mainly attributed to supervised learning over large amounts of annotated data. Since the labor cost of RoI-level annotations is prohibitively expensive, domain adaptive object detection (DA-OD) algorithms (Zhuang et al. 2020; He and Zhang 2019) have been developed in various scenarios (e.g., adverse weather conditions (Sakaridis, Dai, and Gool 2018; Nada et al. 2018; Li et al. 2018), synthetic data adaptation (Matthew et al. 2017; Inoue et al. 2018), and cross-camera adaptation (Cordts et al. 2016; Yu et al. 2020; Geiger et al. 2013)) to adapt models from labeled data (a.k.a., the source domain) to unlabeled data (a.k.a., the target domain).

Despite the advancements in DA-OD, most existing methods require access to the source domain during the adaptation phase. However, due to privacy and compliance issues, companies and organizations that have large-scale labeled data are commonly reluctant to share their data with users who want to adapt the model to their own environments. Instead, they provide users with models pre-trained on the labeled data. Moreover, existing methods commonly focus on the setting of a single target domain and lack design on simultaneous adaptation to multiple target domains. On camera networks, however, videos are usually captured by multiple cameras (views) with overlapping fields of view, which can be regarded as different but non-independent domains. Existing methods will produce inferior performance in this context due to neglecting spatial-temporal correlations and cross-camera domain shifts.

To this end, this paper focuses on a more practical setting on camera networks where Multi-View Domain Adaptive Object Detection (MVDA-OD) is desired. In MVDA-OD, a fleet of cameras with overlapping views share their unlabeled data and train their backbones of object detection models collaboratively. Conceptually, backbones need to generalize on unseen domains while detection heads are better...
positioned to learn domain-specific features on each target domain. Thus, we propose a two-stage adaptation framework for MVDA-OD, as depicted in Figure 1. Unlike DA-OD, MVDA-OD only requires the pre-trained model and is designed to learn camera-specific object detection models from new data captured by cameras with overlapping fields of view.

Intuitively, extending existing DA-OD to MVDA-OD can be achieved by 1) adversarial training of a single model on combined data from multiple target domains (Roy et al. 2021; Isobe et al. 2021), or 2) training multiple models for each target domain using pseudo-labels and a self-paced learning paradigm (Jiang et al. 2015). However, they both fall short in practice. Although adversarial-based approaches are effective to learn domain-invariant features of all domains, its assumption that source data is available during adaptation does not hold in MVDA-OD. Self-paced based methods (RoyChowdhury et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2019; Khodabandeh et al. 2019; Li et al. 2021), which are also called self-training widely used in semi-supervised learning (Gao et al. 2019; Jeong et al. 2019; Verma et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2021b), create pseudo-labels for unlabeled images using a pre-trained model, and jointly train a model with both labeled and unlabeled data (RoyChowdhury et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2019; Khodabandeh et al. 2019; Li et al. 2021). In a real deployment, however, they suffer from overfitting (Yang et al. 2021b) as there is only little unlabeled data on a single camera. However, most self-training approaches (RoyChowdhury et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2019; Khodabandeh et al. 2019) require a large amount of unlabeled data to refine pseudo-labels. Without removing incorrect pseudo-labels, end-to-end self-training methods are easy to overfit on noisy data. Furthermore, pseudo-labels generated from a single pre-trained detection head are often noisy and could easily lead to training collapse.

To resolve the overfitting issue, in MVDA-OD, we design a novel and effective self-supervised learning approach to pre-train the backbone through multi-view association. In contrast to end-to-end self-training methods (RoyChowdhury et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2019; Khodabandeh et al. 2019), we start by pre-training a robust feature extractor for downstream head fine-tuning because backbone layers are hard to learn discriminative features with a small number of noisy pseudo-labels. Specifically, we construct a multi-view reID pretext task which makes it easier for the feature extractor to learn representative features of new scenarios because of various viewpoints provided by multi-view fusion. With a trained backbone, a fine-grained detection head of each view is learned in the second stage. Motivated by recent works on self-training with consistency (Berthelot et al. 2020; Yang et al. 2020) that utilize augmentation and consistency regularization to enhance the stability of the self-training process, we propose a robust single-view self-training approach. It leverages off-the-shelf tracking techniques to augment single-view viewpoints for a predicted bounding box and fine-tunes detection heads via weak-hard consistency learning.

In summary, this paper makes four contributions: 1) a new and practical setting for domain adaptive object detection, i.e., MVDA-OD; 2) a novel two-stage training framework for MVDA-OD; 3) two effective training approaches in this framework; and 4) the state-of-the-art performance on WildTrack (72.50% and 72.41%) and CityFlow (69.49% and 69.82%) on pre-trained YOLOv3 and Faster R-CNN.

Related Work

**Domain adaptive object detection** seeks to adapt a robust object detector from labeled source data to unlabeled target data. Most existing works (Chen et al. 2018b; Zheng et al. 2020a; Munir et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021) adopt adversarial feature learning (Ganin and Lempitsky 2015) and build two domain alignments or classifiers to let backbone and detection head extract image-level and instance-level (or bounding box level) domain-invariant features. To align accurately, an effective two-stage framework (Munir et al. 2021) is proposed, which leverages uncertain pseudo-labels to train backbone layers in a self-supervised way and then uses it to find more accurate areas for alignment. Benefiting from refinement, adversarial feature learning can be easy to learn domain-invariant features. They need data from source and target domains to train models. In real-world scenarios, gaining access to source data might not be feasible due to privacy concerns, legal issues, and limited network bandwidth. To disengage from source data, recent studies (RoyChowdhury et al. 2019; Khodabandeh et al. 2019; Kim et al. 2019; Li et al. 2021; Yang et al. 2021a) follow a self-training framework and train models on target data independently. Specifically, they generate pseudo-labels for a target domain and train models in a supervised learning way. Although self-training methods outperform adversarial-based approaches in many datasets, they must refine pseudo-labels with numerous unlabeled target domain samples. Unfortunately, most target domains in real-world applications do not have enough unlabeled data to support iterative refinement. To improve generalization ability with practical constraints, we devise a novel two-stage training framework to adapt pre-trained object detection models to multiple target domains, where the shared backbone learns discriminative features through multi-view self-supervised learning and detection heads learn robust classifiers on each domain by weak-hard consistency learning.

**Multi-target domain adaptation** (MTDA) aims to transfer knowledge from a single labeled dataset to multiple unlabeled target datasets. Unlike single-target domain adaptation, MTDA needs to extract effective domain-invariant features for all domains. The mismatching issue across target domains degrades the performance of the classic adversarial-based adaptation framework (Ganin and Lempitsky 2015). To address this problem, some recent works (Roy et al. 2021; Isobe et al. 2021) develop a novel aggregation strategy. In classification, for instance, D-CGCT (Roy et al. 2021) utilizes a graph convolutional network to aggregate features across different domains and develops a co-teaching strategy to avoid the overfitting issue. In segmentation, CCL (Isobe et al. 2021) adds the collaborative consistency regularization term to the adversarial adaptation phase on each target domain. However, both require labeled source data during adaptation and ignore correlations between tar-
get domains. Our work studies a new setting, namely multi-view domain adaptive object detection, where labeled source data is unavailable during the adaptation phase, and the target data is captured by multiple overlapping cameras\footnote{Please refer to Appendix 1 for multi-view object detection.}.

Methodology

Problem Definition. In the multi-view domain adaptation setting, we are given an object detection model pre-trained on labeled source data $S$ and unlabeled target data $T$ from $M$ target domains $T^1, T^2, ..., T^M$. Each target domain $T^i = \{X_i^j\}_{j=1}^{N_i}$ is captured from an individual surveillance camera $C^i$ and there exists overlapping field of view between cameras. $X_i^j$ represents the $j^{th}$ unlabeled frame and $N_i$ is the number of unlabeled images in $T^i$. The goal of MVDA-OD is to adapt the pre-trained source model to the multi-view target domains. In this setting, two unique factors differ from traditional unsupervised domain adaptive object detection. First, the labeled source data is not available during the adaptation process, and only the pre-trained source model is provided. Second, the target data is formed by multiple target domains with strong spatial-temporal correlations. In the following, we take two overlapping cameras (i.e., $M=2$) as an example to introduce the proposed method.

Overview of the Framework

In Figure 2, we show the framework of our method, which includes two training stages: (1) multi-view feature extractor learning and (2) single-view detection head learning. The first step aims to learn discriminative representation for objects in the target domains using self-supervised learning with multi-view association. The second step aims to learn an accurate detection classifier by robust self-training with single-view augmentation and weak-hard consistency learning.

Self-Supervised Learning with Multi-View Association

Motivation. The feature extractor $F$ in object detection is responsible for extracting discriminative features. However, existing training methods (adversarial training and self-training) are limited by domain shift and limited data in MVDA-OD. It is because large-scale unlabeled video data is hard to collect with a single camera. Thus, an intuitive idea is leveraging all video data from camera networks to pre-train $F$ in a self-supervised learning manner. Moreover, overlapping views of camera networks provide many effective tools (e.g., epipolar geometry) to find an effective pretext task for pre-training.

Multi-View reID Data Generation. In the proposed multi-view self-supervised learning approach, one important step is to generate pairs of images with bounding boxes, where we hope each pair of images belongs to the same identity. To achieve this goal, we propose to associate bounding boxes by re-identification (reID) technique (Zheng et al. 2020b; He et al. 2020). Since there are no annotations, we can not learn reID models on the target data in a supervised manner. Although we can borrow existing pre-trained public reID models, we still meet two challenges in MVDA-OD. First, existing reID models (Zheng et al. 2020b; He et al. 2020) trained on their own datasets commonly produce low reID performance on the data of our setting, due to the large domain gap between datasets. As a result, we will generate a decent number of false positive pairs and thus seriously damage the following self-supervised learning process. Second, pairwise comparison between bounding boxes among all cameras incurs a non-linear computation overhead, which is prohibitively high for scenarios with busy traffic. To deal with these two challenges, we present a prune-and-augment approach, which first filters out a large number of bounding boxes that are less likely to be confirmed by reID using epipolar constraints (Zhang 1998), and then augments refined associated pairs through tracking.

In multi-view association, we begin from running an off-the-shelf or pre-trained object detection model on all frames for each camera. Outputs from detection contain bounding boxes which represent the location of RoIs (bounding boxes) and the corresponding predicted classification score (c). Like other works in video analytics, we filter bounding boxes whose c are smaller than $t_{th}$. Based on the detection results, we extract an bounding box ($x_1^i$) from the $t^{th}$ frame on $T^i$ to show multi-view association. To associate $x_1^i$ with bounding boxes in $X_2$, we first use epipolar constraints of stereo vision to draw an epipolar area for $x_1^i$ on $X_2$. Then, we extract predicted bounding boxes in the epipolar area on $X_2$ as candidate bounding boxes for $x_1^i$. Finally, we use a pre-trained reID model to extract features for all candidate bounding boxes and sort them by cosine distance in ascending order. Because each bounding box only has one associated bounding box in the other view, we select bounding box with the minimal distance as the associated bounding box for $x_1^i$. As Illustrated in Figure 3, we are able to significantly reduce the search space because the epipolar area helps us filter many bounding boxes before running a reID model on all candidate bounding boxes in $X_1$. In our implementation, we use SBS (He et al. 2020) and VehicleNet (Zheng et al. 2020b) for person and vehicle reID, respectively. Note that extending two views to multi-views is straightforward. One can simply follow the same searching pipeline to find candidate bounding boxes for $x_1^i$ in all views. With multi-view searching, we increase the training data size from different viewpoints.

Nonetheless, it only finds out pairs of bounding boxes on cameras at the same time (associating bounding box for $x_1^i$ on $X_2$). To augment associated bounding boxes in consecutive frames, we run a tracking model on them to add new bounding boxes of the same identity. Then we filter repeated identities that have the same bounding boxes. In an implementation, we run SiamMask-E (Xin and K 2019), a tracking algorithm on subsequent ten frames from both cameras to get more associated bounding boxes.

Consistency Training. With the multi-view reID data, $F$ takes pairs of images with bounding boxes belonging to the same object as input and runs them through the entire \footnote{Details about epipolar geometry can be found in Appendix 8.}.
model to get predicted distributions. Afterward, it calculates the classification score (cls) of each image purely based on features within the paired bounding box, and uses consistency loss in backpropagation to train the backbone network (Figure 2). Given a mini-batch of images from $T^1$ and $T^2$, consistency loss is defined as:

$$L_{\text{consistency}}^F = \sum_{k=1}^{N_{\text{group}}} CE(F(x_1^k), F(x_2^k)), \quad (1)$$

where $N_{\text{group}}$ is the total number of group of associated bounding boxes in the mini-batch, $CE$ represents cross entropy function, $F(\cdot)$ represents the classification model (the feature extractor $F$ and a classification head). $x_1^k$ and $x_2^k$ denote the $k^{th}$ pair of associated bounding boxes on $T^1$ and $T^2$ respectively. As we compute consistency loss between any pair of bounding boxes in Equation. 1, any RoIs detected by two or more views are selected as training data. As consistency loss is minimized by fine-tuning, the feature extractor $F$ generates more representative feature maps. In an implementation, we add one fully connected (FC) layer to $F$ and use it to generate predicted class distributions. After training, we delete this FC layer and save the feature extractor $F$ for stage 2.

Discussion. A prevailing training strategy for self-learning methods (Khodabandeh et al. 2019; Li et al. 2021; Yang et al. 2021a) is end-to-end iterative training with refined pseudo-labels. Although they are effective on many unlabeled datasets, pseudo-label mining depends on data size largely. In our setting, a single camera often cannot save many images for pseudo-label mining due to a memory constraint. Thus, a simple but effective approach is to split the fine-tuning process into two stages, which makes noisy pseudo-labels unable to distort pre-trained features and avoids overfitting issues on limited data for backbone layers simultaneously. We verify the effectiveness of our method in Table 2.

Robust Self-Training with Single-View Augmentation

Motivation. Self-training methods are widely used to adapt a detection head for each camera. But in MVDA-OD, limited data makes them hard to mine clean pseudo-labels. Thus, we leverage a new effective training approach named FixMatch (Berthelot et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2020), which improves the robustness of self-training via entropy minimization. Specifically, it uses a weakly-augmented example to generate an artificial label for a sample and enforce consistency against its strongly-augmented counterpart. But it is hard to find useful weakly-/strongly-augmentation for MVDA-OD. Fortunately, we observe that a tracking detector can find “hard” samples for an object, which commonly has a large difference in pose and viewpoint to its query counterpart. Thus, we propose a viewpoint-aware augmentation approach to adapt a robust head for each camera.

Augmented Pseudo-labels Construction. Before self-training, we first use a pre-trained tracking model to generate movement’s trace for a given bounding box. Second, we select bounding boxes that are not detected in the current frame and are detected in consecutive frames as hard positives. It’s because they are “missing” bounding boxes for object detection models. After splitting hard positives, we group the remaining bounding boxes which are detected...
Figure 4: Illustration of Positives Mining. The solid white boxes denote detections, and the dashed yellow boxes are associated with the tracking algorithm.

Figure 5: Diagram of self-training with augmented pseudo-labels. $CE(\cdot)$ represents the cross entropy functions. ‘average predictions’ are calculated by averaging all predictions on easy/hard positives. $y'$ and $y^*$ denote the average prediction on hard positives and the augmented pseudo-label on easy positives, respectively. The classification categories depend on the pre-defined classes.

by both detection and tracking models, as easy positives. Figure 4 illustrates running object detection and tracking algorithms on three consecutive frames. As there are existing matching detections in adjacent frames for the current tracking object which is not detected, it is correctly considered to be a “missing detection” and we add them to the set of hard positives. In contrast, samples that are found by detection and tracking algorithms concurrently are added to the set of easy positives. To reduce negative impacts caused by occlusion, we only keep positives whose distances between themselves and the selected bounding box on feature maps are smaller than $T_{thr}$.

**Self-Training with Augmented Pseudo-Labels.** With different groups of positives, we first build the augmented pseudo-label for a given input bounding box through average ensemble predictions on all easy positives. Second, we train $D$ by making its prediction on all hard positives match the augmented pseudo-label via a cross-entropy loss. As shown in Figure 5, given an predicted bounding box $(x)$, the loss $L_{det}^D$ can be formulated as:

$$ L_{det}^D = CE\left(\frac{1}{N_h} \sum_{i=1}^{N_h} D(x_h^i), O_i\frac{1}{N_e} \sum_{j=1}^{N_e} D(x_e^j)\right), $$

where $N_h$ and $N_e$ denote the number of hard and easy positives, respectively. $x_h^i$ and $x_e^j$ represent the $i_{th}$ hard and $j_{th}$ easy positives, respectively. $O(\cdot)$ denotes $\arg\max(\cdot)$.

In summary, our proposed training framework contains two stages: 1) backbone pretraining with mult-view data that aims to learn a shared discriminative image-level feature extractor for all cameras; 2) detection head fine-tuning with augmented pseudo-labels that focuses on learning a robust bounding box classifier for each camera.

**Experiments**

**Experimental Setup**

**Datasets.** In this paper, we conduct experiments on one general dataset (MS-COCO (Lin et al. 2014)) and two real-world multi-camera datasets (WildTrack (Chavdarova et al. 2018) and CityFlow (Tang et al. 2019)) for evaluating the proposed method under the introduced MVDA-OD setting. MS-COCO is a large-scale object detection dataset that includes 330K images of 80 object categories. We regard it as the source domain for pre-training the source model. WildTrack is by far the largest multi-camera dataset for pedestrian detection and tracking. CityFlow is built for multi-camera vehicle tracking. These two datasets are used as the target domain. The details of them are shown in Table 1.

**Implementation Details.** We select YOLOv3 (Redmon and Farhadi 2018) with a backbone of Darknet53 and Faster R-CNN (Ren et al. 2015) with a backbone of ResNet101 as the object detection models, which are implemented with mmdetection (Chen et al. 2019) toolbox. The detection models are first pre-trained on MS-COCO and then adapted to WildTrack and CityFlow with the proposed method, respectively. For evaluation, we set the ratio of the training set, evaluation set, and testing set to 16 : 4 : 5 for both WildTrack and CityFlow. We adopt SiamMask-E (Xin and K 2019) as the tracking model in our method. SBS (He et al. 2020) and VehicleNet (Zheng et al. 2020b) are used for person and vehicle reID, respectively. In pseudo-label construction, we set $T_{thr}$ to 0.7. During training, we choose Adam (Kingma and Ba 2015) as the optimizer and set the learning rate to 0.01. The batch size is set to 8. The threshold of classification score ($c_{thr}$) is set to 0.5. We train the model with 60 epochs in total, in which self-supervised multi-view training and single-view detection head fine-tuning are trained with 30 epochs individually.

**Competitors.** We compare the proposed method with the source-only model, three self-training approaches, and two domain adaptive object detection approaches: Source-Only, Self-Training (ST) (Gao et al. 2019), Self-Training with Gold Loss Correction (ST-GLC) (Dan et al. 2018), Self-Training with Consistency Loss (ST-CL) (Jeong et al. 2019), Self-Training with Hard Samples (ST-HARD) (Roy-Chowdhury et al. 2019), Domain adaptive Faster RCNN (DA-FR) (Chen et al. 2018a), Image-Instance Full Alignment Networks (DA-iFAN) (Zhuang et al. 2020), Vector-Decomposed Disentanglement (DA-VDD) (Wu et al. 2021), Similarity-based Domain Alignment (DA-SDA) (Rezaeananar et al. 2021) and RPN Prototype Alignment (DA-RPN) (Zhang, Wang, and Mao 2021) (see Appendix 2 for details).

---

1. We used data collected from the first intersection of CityFlow.
2. Due to page restrictions, we move all experimental results of Faster R-CNN to Appendix 3.
3. Because DA-RPN requires to align features on RPN layers and
### Evaluation Metric
We use mean Average Precision (mAP) over Intersection Over Union (IoU) of 0.5 (mAP@[0.5:1.0]) to measure the detection performance on the target dataset. Due to space limitations, we only report the average mAP of all cameras in this section. Results on each camera can be found in Appendix 4.

### Analysis on Two-Stage Training Framework
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed two-stage training framework, we compare four training strategies: (1) the proposed two-stage training strategy, which first pre-trains the backbone by self-supervised learning and then fine-tunes the detection head by robust self-training; (2) variation of our two-stage training, which trains the whole model (backbone and detection head) by robust self-training in stage-2; (3) one-stage training, which trains the detection head with robust self-training; (4) variation of one-stage training, which trains the whole model with robust self-training.

In Table 2, we compare the results of these four strategies for WildTrack and CityFlow. The mAP averaged on all cameras is reported. We have the following conclusions. First, no matter using which self-training strategies (training the whole model or only the detection head), the two-stage training strategy can consistently produce higher performance than the one-stage strategy. This demonstrates the importance of the proposed self-supervised multi-view training, which helps the model to learn more discriminative representation for the downstream detection task. Second, when implementing self-training, optimizing the whole model commonly produces lower results than optimizing the detection head only (except for one case in YOLOV3 of WildTrack). This indicates that using a limited number of samples, which are assigned pseudo-labels, cannot support the backbone to learn representative features. The main reason is that training with few samples may lead to the model overfitting on them and thus decreases the discrimination of the backbone. Third, the proposed two-stage training strategy largely outperforms the other three strategies, validating the effectiveness of learning powerful backbone by self-supervised learning and learning robust detection head by self-training.

### Evaluation on Multi-View Self-Supervised Learning

#### Self-Training vs. Self-Supervised Learning
To show the effectiveness of our self-supervised learning in stage 1, we compare it with a naive self-training strategy that trains object detection models with pseudo-labels in an end-to-end manner. For a fair comparison, the self-training pipeline also consists of two stages: we first train detection models on multi-view unlabeled data and then fine-tune them on a single view. As illustrated in Table 3, self-training achieves a much lower accuracy than our method. This is mainly due to two reasons. First, despite the increased amount of data, training samples from different cameras are still too noisy, hampering the model to learn a good feature representation and a detection head. In specific, the accuracy of fine-tuning detection heads in stage 2 only is much lower than that of fine-tuning the whole detection model (58.23% mAP vs. 62.45% mAP). To verify the effectiveness of epipolar constraints in stage 1, we record extra reID cost and compare it with running a reID model on all paired bounding boxes. Results are also shown in Table 3. Interestingly, epipolar constraints not only reduce the extra reID cost largely but also improve final mAP moderately. It is because pre-trained reID models have domain shifts on target datasets, and they are hard to provide correct predictions on all paired bounding boxes.

### Evaluation on Robust Self-Training

#### Comparison of Different Augmentation Methods
To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed tracking-based augmentation method, we compare it with four widely used augmentation methods, including Brightness, color, contrast and autoaugment (Cubuk et al. 2019). Following FixMatch (Yang et al. 2020), we use flip-and-shift as weak augmentation and the four approaches as strong augmentation. In addition, we also conduct experiments on vanilla self-training which does not use any augmentation during training. Results in Table 4 show that the compared four augmentations...
Table 3: Average mAP (%) of self-training and self-supervised learning strategies with YOLOv3 for 7 cameras in WildTrack and 5 cameras in CityFlow. In "Epipolar Constraints" column, "✓" and "×" represent the epipolar constraints is whether or not used in backbone pre-training. In "Extra reID cost (%)" column, we record the frequency of running a reID model in stage 1 and then compute its corresponding probability. Without epipolar constraints, we have to run a reID model on all paired bounding boxes. Thus, we set it to the maximum number of running a reID model.

Table 4: Comparison of different augmentation methods with YOLOv3 in robust self-training. mAP averaged on all cameras is reported.

Table 5: Comparison with SOTA methods on WildTrack and CityFlow using YOLOv3. In "Source Data" column, "✓" denotes that the source data is available during the training phase.

Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
In Table 5, we compare the proposed method with 9 state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods on WildTrack and CityFlow, including 4 self-training approaches (ST, ST-GLC, ST-CL and ST-HARD) and 5 domain adaptation methods (DA-FR, DA-iFAN, DA-VDD and DA-SDA). For self-training approaches, we keep the source-free constraint of MVDA-OD. That is, we only use the source pre-trained model and target domain to implement self-training approaches. For domain adaptation methods, we remove the source-free constraint and apply them by jointly training the model with both source data and target data. We have the following observations. First, existing SOTA methods fail to achieve clear improvement, or even will reduce the performance, on both datasets. Importantly, even using the source data during adaptation process, the DA-FR, DA-SDA and DA-iFAN still produce poor results compared to the source-only model. This shows that existing self-training methods and domain adaptation methods are limited by the source-free and multi-camera constraints and thus are not suitable for the proposed MVDA-OD. Second, the average mAP of our method on all cameras is significantly higher than all methods, regardless of the data set and detection model. Specifically, when testing on WildTrack, our approach outperforms the best known self-training approach (ST-HARD) by 5.34% mAP for YOLOv3. Also, our method is higher than the best domain adaptive method (DA-SDA) by 4.31% mAP for YOLOv3. A similar superiority of our method can also be found when testing on CityFlow. Third, our method produces slightly lower results on CAM-7 when testing on WildTrack. The main reason is that CAM-7 has very limited shared field of view (FOV) with other cameras and thus very few non-camera-specific training data can be discovered for multi-view self-supervised learning. Comparisons on each camera and results on SOTA methods using all multi-view data can be found in Appendix 5 and Appendix 6, respectively.

Conclusion
In this paper, we study a new and more practical setting (MVDA-OD) for existing domain adaptive object detection. Unlike source-free domain adaptation settings, we propose a novel two-stage training framework to align features between unavailable source domain and multiple target domains with strong spatial-temporal correlations.
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